
Triple Integrals in Cylindrical Coordinates

The following axe the conversion formulas for cylindricar coordinates.

Ij[ f Q, v,,) av = I : #,:l ff,',-,,i^,,,1'' r (r cos g, r sin 0, z) dz dr d 0

X=rCOS0 !=rSinfl z=z

dV =r dzdrd0

ln terms of indrical coordinates a

Example.l Evaluate fl!ra, whereEistheregionthatliesbelowthe plane z=;+2 above' 
'l 

" 
" irtlir 

"|:!the xy-plane and between the cylinders x' + y'= l and x' + y' = 4 . tl.ir'

.r.7"L. :l'

Solution
0<z<x+2 = 032<rcos?+2

Next, the region D is the region between the two circles x' + y' '='l attd x' + y'= 4 in the xy-
plane and so the ranges for it are,

0<0<2n xtiz'1"
Remember that we are above the ry-plane and so *r urqub6itihe plane z = 0

III, an = I;"J,'l;'""*'1'rin o)r dz dr do

-0

Example2 convert Il IrC'F l,ff xyz dz dx dy into an integrat in cytindricat coordinates.

Solution
Here are the ranges of the variables from this iterated integral.

= []' I' r,sin 0 (rcos 0 +2\ dr d0

. -, i'u l' !rt sin (2g) +zr2 sino dr do'Ja Jt 2' ""'\-- t ' -
(2o/, ,r \12"f ''. = | |']rnrin (zel+?r'rinall ae
Jo\8 \ / t )1,

, =1.'T','(ze)+\sinodo
ri'| =[-].or1ze1-$.orell'"

\16\/34o

-l<y<l
0<x< Jq

'----
x'+y'<z<",1x'+y-
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-l<y<l LimitsofY

then -L =e =L22
0<rSl

r'<z<r
.r,,[r-'.^FJ rn/2 ?t?r
I l"' ' l'," I ryrdzdxdy = l"'-. l" l ,t(rcosO)(rsin?)zdzdrd0J-lJo Jx'+y' J-rl2J0Jr'

?nl2 al rr
= ["'- l'l',rr' cos0sin 0dzdrd0

J-ftl2JoJr'
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Triple Integrals in Spherical coordinqtes

The following sketch shows 15s relationship between the Cartesian and spherical coordinate systems'

Here are the conversion formulas for spherical coordinates.

y=psinEcoso y=psinEsin0 z=pcosp

x'+yt+r'=p'
We also have the following restrictions on the coordinates.

p>0 o<q<n
For our integrals we are going to resffict E down to a spherical wedge. This will mean that we

are going to take ranges for the variables as follows,

aSp<b
i

a<e<B 6 <E<y

Here is a quick sketoh of a spherical wedge in which the lower limit for both p and tp are zero

for reference purposes. Most of the wedges we'll be working with will fit into this pattern'

(*,v,") = (p,a,
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![! t (r, t, z) dtt = II : ff ,' sin g f (p sin p cos s, p sin rpsin 0, p cos g) d p d0 d ep

Example.l Evatuate [[[rc, ar where E is the upper harf of the sphere x, + y, + z2 =l .

Solution
Since we are taking the upper half of the sphere the limits for the variables are,

o<p<l
0 <0 <2x

o<o<L,2
rhe integral is then' 

[[!rc, av = I: fi; l rp, sins(t6pcose)d p d0 drp
' 

n! ,2n nl -
= Jo, Jo J o8p' sin(29)d p d0 dq

. r -')o
= I: I: zsin(ze)de dE _ t,.",r,

. E 
t'' l:i'

ji:::,i:x){,
\ , ,rl0

=4ft

Example2 Convert tjtPtfft r' + y' + z' dz dxdyinto sphericar coordinares.u ru dv,r-+/-

*''Let's first write down the limits for the uariabit
03y<3

i-
0< x< ,lq- y'

lT , I-T-I--T
V"'*y- <z <Vl8-x'-y,

(since this is the angle around the z-axis).
0<e <L

2

The fower bou.nd, , = "lr, +y, , The upper bound, z =Jn_7;j

upper half of the sphere. x' + y' + z' = l8 and so from this we now have the following range for p

os p <JiT =g.,D
Now all that we need is the range for g . There are two ways to get this. One is from where the
cone and the sphere intersect, Plugging in the equation for the cone into the sphere gives,

z2 + z2 =18

z2 =9
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we know that p =3J, since we are intersecting on the sphere. This gives,
pcostp - 3

3rDcosrp = 3

coS(P= +=9 =.12 2

So, it looks like we have the following range,

; 0 <@<18,4
Th.e other way to get this range is from the cone by itself. By first converting the equation into
cylindrical coordinates and then into spherical coordinates we get the following, 

--'----"-" -:.-
z=r

pcosq= psing

| =tang =
So, recalling that p2 = x2 + y2 + z2,the integral is then,

J' J$7Jffi7 x' + v' + z' dz dx dv = l:' ff, [:rpo sin e d p d0 de

,. ," "tl{;t*'

,f(0=-'4

1tl

i'*-'i
"ii;
l.t.:,

*\,i"';,,
7t t+

'='#r,r,",'

, ;' 
in"''' '
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